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5.5 function and interaction policy directions
A series of function and interaction policy directions have been identified for the Rosebud Activity
Centre which reflect the specific elements identified for the centre outlined in section 5.6. The policy
directions outlined below are reflected in the function and interaction framework plan at figure 6.
The following function and interaction policy directions have been identified for the Rosebud Activity
Centre:

▪

Facilitate improved connections between the activity spine of Rosebud and the Foreshore
Reserve and Bay Trail through the provision of new pedestrian crossings and ‘Bay Trail’ breaks.

▪

Ensure that local streets within the activity centre, where possible, have a footpath on at least one
side of the road in the residential areas of Rosebud to encourage an increase in the mode share
of walk trips among local residents.

▪

Advocate an increase in local bus frequencies, particularly during summer and weekends.

▪

Investigate the viability of introducing a local night bus service and the integration of local bus
ticketing with standard metropolitan ticketing.

▪

Advocate and facilitate additional bus stops around development areas so that all areas of the
activity centre are within 400 metres of a designated bus stop.

▪

Facilitate the traffic calming in Point Nepean Road through the provision of additional pedestrian
crossings and through road design solutions.

5.6 function and interaction elements
A series of function and interaction elements have been identified for the Rosebud Activity Centre. The
elements are essentially a series of concepts with accompanying explanation. The policy directions
contained in section 5.5 above build on the elements identified below.

traffic calming in point nepean road
Point Nepean Road is a major access route to the activity centre and the foreshore, as well as a tourist
route along the Bay. While representing a four lane road, its speed limit opposite Rosebud has been
reduced to 50 km/hr. The road acts as a significant barrier for pedestrian movement between the
activity spine and the foreshore. It is noted that the Mt Eliza to Point Nepean Coastal Action Plan
includes a policy direction to reduce the through road function of Point Nepean Road. This
recommendation has been considered in the context of possible future regional transport upgrades
such as the extension of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway
It is considered important to the functioning of the Activity Centre that Point Nepean Road serves a
distinctly local role in its passage through the heart and town centre. While recognising the road’s role
in the broader context as a thoroughfare, special treatments should be designed in high priority
pedestrian areas to enable a slowing of traffic and convenient pull over and stopping opportunities.
Definition of public transport nodes along the corridor is also necessary.
Accordingly, the Structure Plan seeks to redefine the role of Point Nepean Road, through road design
solutions and the provision of frequent pedestrian crossings. The plan continues to support the
principal entries to Rosebud from the south at the Mornington Peninsula Freeway.

▪

Promote intersection upgrades at Point Nepean Road / First Avenue / McCombe Street and Jetty
Road / McDowell Street.

▪

Increase the capacity and strategic location of bike parking within the activity centre to encourage
use of bicycles.

foreshore linkages

▪

Facilitate improvements to the accessibility for disabled persons in the activity centre and to
transport nodes within the study area, including disabled parking, dropped kerbs, placement of
tactiles, level shop entrances, scooter facilities and DDA compliant buses and bus stops.

The Structure Plan has identified the need to facilitate better links between the Foreshore Reserve,
activity spine and residential areas of Rosebud. The need for improve pedestrian connectivity is due to:

▪

the linear nature of the activity spine and its separation from the foreshore by Point Nepean Road,
being a heavily trafficked road; and

▪

the limited existing pedestrian crossings that total only 4 along the significant length of the activity
centre spine, which creates accessibility issues to and from the activity spine, residential area and
foreshore.

Improving pedestrian connections between Point Nepean Road and the foreshore within the defined
activity centre is critical given the higher intensity of activity in this area. To facilitate this objective
strategically located pedestrian links are proposed together with ‘Bay Trail’ breaks (links through the
vegetation) to link in with the existing Bay Trail.
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The Structure Plan advocates the establishment of seven additional pedestrian crossings along Point
Nepean Road within the Rosebud Activity Centre which is consistent with the reduced through road
function of Point Nepean Road as outlined within the Mt Eliza to Point Nepean Coastal Action Plan.
The locations of the proposed pedestrian crossings are as follows (figure 6):

▪

a new pedestrian crossing adjacent to Rosebud Hospital;

▪

a new crossing aligned with Point Nepean Arcade and adjacent to C.R Coleman Park;

▪

a new crossing adjacent to First Avenue (forming part of an intersection upgrade);

▪

a new crossing adjacent to Fourth Avenue;

▪

a new crossing adjacent to Eighth Avenue to be combined with the existing crossing at Ninth
Avenue for an integrated low speed crossing area;

▪

a new crossing adjacent to Rosebud Centro; and

▪

a new crossing to the east of Jetty Road at Murray Anderson Road.

The location of proposed additional pedestrian crossings along the spine and adjacent to camping
areas, will provide campers, residents and visitors alike with improved passage across Point Nepean
Road. In addition to the provision of new crossings, the plan directs that existing crossings be
upgraded.

integrated transport
The Rosebud Activity Centre is currently heavily reliant on car based travel and there is strategic
support for the need to provide an improved transport network and an increased focus on public
transport and non-motorised transport modes.
The existing road network can accommodate increased traffic volumes. Three main improvements are
recommended:

▪

Upgrade of intersection Point Nepean Road and First Avenue (including consideration of
signalised intersection) and First Avenue and McCombe Street – to improve vehicular access to
Rosebud Plaza.

▪

Upgrade of intersection of Jetty Road and McDowell Street (including consideration of the
provision of a roundabout) – to improve vehicular access to Rosebud Centro / Central.

The Structure Plan directs that further analysis of the internal road network within the activity centre be
undertaken and improved signage be provided to increase awareness for parking options within
Rosebud. A detailed investigation of parking facilities within the study area in the form of a full parking
inventory is also required.
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There is a strong focus on ensuring that improved pedestrian connectivity across Point Nepean Road
is facilitated and that local streets within the activity centre are provided with a pedestrian path on one
side of the road to increase the mode share for walk trips, as well as additional bicycle links that take
advantage of the flat terrain.
An increase in the capacity and location of bike parking within the activity centre is sought to increase
bicycle usage. Accessibility for disabled persons in the activity centre and to transport nodes requires
improvement through the provision of disabled parking, dropped kerbs, placement of tactiles, level
shop entrances, scooter facilities and DDA compliant buses and bus stops.
The Structure Plan seeks to increase local bus frequencies, particularly on summer and weekends, to
investigate the viability of introducing a local night bus service. Additional bus stops around
development areas are envisaged so that all areas of the Activity Centre are within 400 metres of a
designated stop.

In the event of future redevelopment,
provide an alternative secondary access
to Point Nepean Road where possible

